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Foreword
The vast majority of print providers pay very little attention to their company strategy and professional
business planning. Irrespective of the size of your organization or the markets it serves, effective
strategy and planning the right business model has never been more important. Strategic shifts in
local and global demographics, economics and consumer lifestyles are fundamentally changing the
demand for print. At the same time, technological development is both reducing the demand for
conventional print and creating fresh opportunities for digital print. Printers the world over must
review how their specific markets are evolving and make decisive investment decisions based on
their findings.
The print market is becoming increasingly commoditized with print prices in decline and margins
being eroded year on year. Print companies are finding it hard to win new business and create
customer value. Therefore it is essential that they run a ruthlessly efficient and fully automated
production environment in order to remain competitive. The latest industry trends show that less than
10% of printers have a fully automated colour managed workflow, which means that 90% have a
great opportunity to reduce cost and become more productive and profitable.
Over the past ten years, numerous markets like transactional documents, book production, wide
format print and more recently packaging have been redefined by simultaneous trends related to
electronic delivery of content and on demand digital printing. Smartphones, e-book readers, and
tablet computers have changed the way that many readers consume content. The landscape has
changed and agile print service providers have an opportunity to benefit from these developments by
producing a range of new print applications. They can offer new low run, high value applications,
which create new business models and improve return on investment across the supply chain. The
question is which applications and how to implement them successfully.
When nothing much is changing, finding better ways to do what we’ve always done is good enough.
But our industry isn’t simply changing — it is being redefined, restructured and customer demands
are reshaping our services and products. This makes it essential to plan ahead and no longer use
the excuse of being too busy not to plan and improve. There are a lot of ways to add value in our
industry and they all require careful planning, whether its becoming the most efficient, lowest cost
provider in a commodity market to creating marketing programmes that integrate print and variabledigital content. Without a clear well implemented plan companies continually react to circumstances
and trends beyond their control. We must all change the culture in our business so we proactively
make things happen, creating positive change, because in the future good planning will be the
defining factor between success and failure.

Neil Falconer - Printfuture
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1. Ask the tough questions
There may be some green shoots of recovery showing but that doesn’t necessary mean that
all’s well—or will be well anytime soon. Recovery from our industry’s deepest recession may
be underway and once upon a time that would have signaled the return of good times for all
but not any more. However the market leaders are enjoying good times by widening their
lead, and growing their sales, they are companies that make change—no matter how
disruptive—an opportunity rather than a threat. The companies at the top of the pile who are
doing well still need to be reminded that it’s time to ask some tough questions:
For companies that are growing: Is our growth sustainable? Or is it due to a specific set of
circumstances or a temporary boost in sales. Do we know? If we don’t, how do we find out—
quickly?
For companies seeing a decline: Why aren’t we growing? Are we competitive? Are we
likely to turn this around in 2020? Are we seeing any signs of improvement? Or are we in
danger of being left behind?
Where are the future growth opportunities: How will we protect ourselves against
commodity prices, lower profits and rising overheads?
How can we keep our focus? Economic recovery used to give us a margin for error but not
any more; competition is fierce, take your eye off the ball for a second and you will be
overtaken by your competitors.
Are you a man with a plan? Success doesn’t happen without knowing what you want to do.
Fail to plan and you’re planning to fail. In the past finding better ways to do what we’ve
always done was good enough. The print sector is not changing it is redefining itself and we
need to plan accordingly.
Can you do more with less? Tough times force us to do things we should have done long
ago. The key is the discipline to keep doing those things and not abandon them when things
get a bit easier. Continual improvement is the cornerstone of every successful business.
Where can you add value? Never assume customers recognize or value your contributions.
You have to quantify your contributions that lead to a client’s success—How much money
have we saved them? How much have we increased their RoI? How much have we
increased response rates or traffic to their website?
If you aren’t thinking differently, how long can you remain in business? There is plenty
of opportunity out there but not in the same old places and in doing the same old things. How
can you change your thinking to change your business results?
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2. Count on yourself
Already we are getting pretty depressing forecasts for 2020, high street retailers under
pressure, more major job losses and banks still not lending. Some predictions say that 25%
of print providers are on the edge of a financial cliff.
The companies who are planning for the future, aren’t counting on the economy—they’re
counting on themselves. They realize that taking matters into their own hands by exploiting
the business environment around them rather than surrendering to it is the only way forward.
These companies are:
Focusing on the customer. They are becoming customer centric by having a deeper
understanding of what the client really needs and how those needs are changing.
Responding rapidly to market changes, not just moving into new areas and then selling
clients the next big thing
Adding new skill sets and flexible working practices. They are capitalizing on the
opportunity high unemployment creates to add talented, skilled personnel who might not be
available otherwise. They are replacing existing employees with higher caliber individuals
with more up to date and relevant skills. They are also creating outsource partnerships and
using freelance contractors to add capability and flexibility to work schedules.
Creating a brand - improving the company image and visibility. They are investing in
redesign and improved functionality of the company website. They are creating a social
media presence and launching social media marketing campaigns. They are realizing the
value of inbound marketing information and conducting client events and webinars.
Adding the right services and technologies. They are investing in greater productivity,
better management information systems and workflow because they understand this will
improve efficiency, reduce cost and improve customer service. They also realize that falling
behind in these areas means you become instantly uncompetitive.
Meeting problems head on. Look at your business in minute detail and if something isn’t
working find out why. Don’t assume it will correct itself.
Better Market Intelligence. Market shifts can happen at lightning speed, technology
changes redefine business models virtually overnight. Having insights into emerging
technology, consumer trends and customer behavior is essential for successful planning.
So what are you going to do to make 2020 a better year? What changes are you planning,
so you can count on yourself rather than the circumstances around you? Those are the
questions that every company in our industry should be asking itself.
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3. Lead by example
In virtually every print business I go into there is one common denominator and that is the
Management team, it is either the strength or the weakness of the business, sad to say, but
more often than not its the weakness. The common thread is that too many managers
specifically those with director in the title, do too much, trust too little and believe they are
way more talented than they actually are.
We are all familiar with the phrase "working in the business" rather than "working on the
business" and this is the common fault, senior managers are constantly firefighting, getting
stressed out working silly hours and not performing to the best of their abilities. This has a
knock on effect throughout the whole business, morale suffers and employees get paralyzed
with fear.....the fear of speaking up or making the wrong decision.
Leaders of truly successful companies have overcome the need to be seen to be busy. They
have realized that taking time out of the business to sit back and look at the big picture, to
strategize and tackle the big issues is critical to achieving success. Business leaders like
Richard Branson don't spend all day immersed in the day to day detail of all their brands, it
would be a pointless exercise. Instead they employ motivated talented people and trust them
to get on with their job, trust is a great motivator, as long as you don't promote people to their
level of incompetence.
Mr Branson instead concerns himself with the big issues, taking the time to consider the
options available and then making the right decisions. He creates more value for Virgin in
this way than he ever could getting immersed in the operational detail of his numerous
businesses. In fact the job of a major corporate CEO could be described as easy, just
attending meetings and events, making decisions and jetting around the world in private
planes. Well the fact is, the job is easy, it's just getting it that's hard.
It has often taken them 25 years or more to get there, they have put in the hours, coped with
the stress, sucked up to the boss they couldn't stand, worked in the trenches with teams of
people, travelled the tough yards, transferred to satellite offices, changed job roles, been part
of restructures, over delivered on key projects, blown away existing sales targets. That's why
the job of CEO looks easy, it's because they have the experience, self-confidence and sheer
balls to make the big decisions and lead a company to success.
Business owners need to show leadership by leveraging their experience and taking time out
to think and make the right decisions. Success doesn't come from just hard work and stress
it comes from strategy and planning. You either earn and create value from the neck up or
the neck down, it's just a case of understanding which it is.
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4. Follow the signs of success
There are so many factors that underpin commercial success in any printing business.
Having worked with many businesses across a broad spectrum of the industry in the last few
years I’ll stick my neck above the parapet and suggest a list of six success factors that seem
to recur time and again:
Champions
You need champions at all levels of your own business, including management, sales and
operations. But perhaps most importantly you need champions within your customers.
Personalised and cross media communications can require quite a lot of change within the
customer organisation, so you have to identify the person internally who will push it forward
and develop a sound relationship with them.
Creativity, flexibility, and focus
When I ask companies what they consider has defined their success, more often than not
they refer to creativity within their own business and sales force. You need people within
your organisation who can think about creative business solutions for your customers.
Start simple – “pick the low hanging fruit”
Select the markets and applications that will match your existing skills. I’ve seen too many
companies fail in digital print because they over-reach themselves trying to tackle a market
they know nothing about. Start with simple work initially and get the experience of handling
say, variable data or purls under your belt. Then move on quickly to acquire new skills and
applications and solutions.
Develop consultative sales skills
This means working in partnership with customers to create innovative communication
solutions. To do this successfully you need to understand your customers’ business, the
individual you are talking to, and what drives them to be successful in their job.
Put technology to work
Automate your workflow, order processing and delivery channels. The tools are there to
allow your internal communications to be as slick as your printed output – use them.
Educate and lead your market
If you haven’t been used to marketing your own business you will need to develop skills in
this area. Gather the resources to talk intelligently to customers, and approach them with the
right samples and illustrations. It goes without saying that your own marketing materials
should be a showcase for what you’re selling.
Keep coming back to these six points. It’s a fast-moving cut-throat market that isn’t going to
stand still, and keeping focused on these simple strategies for success will put you in the
best position to keep print at the centre of your customer’s communication mix.
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5. Learn from the airport experience
No one is in charge. The airport doesn’t appear to have a CEO, and if it does, you never see
them, hear about them or interact with them in any way. When the person at the top isn’t
visible and showing strong leadership, it filters down. Print companies need strong and
decisive leadership.
Problems persist because organizations defend their turf instead of embracing the problem
and finding a solution. Most react to the symptom and not the cause of the problem. The
Airlines blame the facilities people, who blame someone else, and so it goes around and
around. Behavioral change is the only real change, if you can’t see behaviors changing you
won’t get rid of problems.
Airports are ruled by superstition and fear not fact. They loose all sense of perspective, and
everything is reduced to the lowest common denominator. Every aged disabled person or
child under ten is treated like a potential terrorist; every ounce of discretion and sensibility
has been removed. Customers and staff have to be treated an individuals.
Airports see customers as powerless transients. Customer service takes a back seat
because you’re going to be gone in a couple of hours, but they’ll still be here. Delighting
customers has to be the central motivation for everything we do as a business.
Everyone is treated the same. Effective organizations treat different people differently. Apart
from slightly better service for airline loyalty card holders, in general, airports insist that the
one size they’ve chosen to offer fits all.
There is plenty of potential for bad surprises, but no good ones. You can have a flight
cancelled, be strip-searched or even land at the wrong airport. But all possibility for delight
has been removed. It wouldn’t take much to completely transform the experience from a
chore to a delight but no one is motivated to do this.
Airports are sterile. Everyone who passes through leaves no trace, every morning starts
anew. There are no connections between people, either fellow passengers or the staff. No
one says, “welcome back,” why?, because no one feels particularly welcome. No one is
having any fun. Most people who work at airports have precisely the same demeanor as
people who work at a cemetery. The system has become so industrialized that personal
expression is apparently forbidden. Creating the right culture in your business is critical you
need flexible agile processes and people who are prepared to go the extra mile for their
customers.
As we see at many organizations that end up like this, the airport mistakes its market
domination for a you-have-no-choice monopoly (we do have a choice, we stay home). And in
pursuit of reliable, predictable outcomes, these organizations dehumanize everything,
pretending it will increase profits, when it actually does exactly the opposite.
By removing slack, airlines create failure. In order to increase profit, airlines work hard to get
the maximum number of flights out of each plane, each day. By assuming that their
customer base prefers to save money, not anxiety, they create an anxiety-filled system.
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6. Focus on cost rates!
Have you seen a steady decline in the estimate conversion rate?
How recently have you reviewed your cost rates?
What assumptions do you make in judging market pricing?

Three related questions that too few printers ask themselves. If you cannot answer in the
positive to all, then you are in good [or rather] bad company. As an example, in a recent
project with a litho and digital commercial printer they had seen a steady decline in the
utilisation of their litho kit and fairly stagnant demand for digital. As costs continue to rise,
their accountant kept putting up the cost rates. Then they had a clear and consistent pricing
policy that added standard margins on internal work and standard handling fees for paper
and outwork. The result was a steady decline in estimate conversion rates.
We find that a significant number of printers do not update their cost rates on a regular
basis, in fact some leave it well over a year before reviewing their cost rates. Yet several
successful commercial printers I know review their rates every three months and one I know
actually varies his rates on a daily or hourly basis. He reviews loadings and adjusts rates
accordingly, so a job quoted one day will be quoted at another price on another day and his
clients know that. Not a business model for everyone, but it makes you think….
Back to my story of the litho and digital printer: What did they do? First they conducted a
comprehensive review of cost rates. This demonstrated a range of underlying issues to be
resolved. Second they did some research on true market pricing in their markets for their
product range. Then they selected those customers that they would like to build more
business with, but for whom they had proven too expensive and selectively reduced pricing
down to c. 10% above market prices. [They kept their pricing steady for those customers
they were still winning a reasonable proportion of business.] The result? Overall there was a
recovery in press utilisation and a net profit improvement.
So, first ensure you realistically review your cost rates regularly. Second keep an honest eye
on market pricing. If the two are diverging and you have a declining estimate conversion
rate, then do something about it. Don’t just slash your prices, do something to change the
cost structure that is making you uncompetitive.
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7. Planning and measurement
Printfuture has conducted a survey amongst printers as to current habits in Business
Planning and the use of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
On Business Planning, it is clear that thorough and well-implemented business plans are
surprisingly rare, even amongst well-known names in the industry. In our survey over 50%
of companies didn’t have a Business Plan. Those that did have one; the majority of plans
were less than robust and usually prepared for the bank or finance company rather than a
tool to be used within the business.
Given the poor average performance of most printers and the well-documented benefits of
an effective business plan, the result is disappointing. Everyone surveyed acknowledges
that they need to do it, but they just never quite get into it. The reason is clear, the absence
of an annual cycle, imposed by a higher authority, where business planning is as much a
part of management as a budget and cash flow forecast. Indeed in most cases it is the first
step to these.
The benefits of good planning are clear even for smaller independent operations as
evidenced by the case of a small family owned printer who has a formal annual planning
cycle, even though the owner took most if not all of the strategic management decisions.
For him it was the way to ensure that day-to-day life did not throw him too much off course.
It is just the same when we turn to KPIs. At one printer I was told that they had few KPIs
and did not use any of them. Yet when I asked what data was collected it became clear that
a lot of the appropriate raw data was collected, simply not used to any real purpose. So it
was quite a simple task to identify those critical KPIs that could be collected easily. The
harder task was to get the team to use the data in an open and transparent way to help
raise performance. It is possible to get most of the basic measures in place within a couple
of months by creating an effective process to use KPIs constructively to monitor
performance. It is then possible to set effective targets and see a transformation in
operational performance a couple of months later.
Effective planning and measurement is essentially free it just requires discipline and
commitment, When you consider the benefits to your business it might be the best
investment in time and resources you can make.
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8. Managing your cash
So many printers do not give enough attention to managing their cash on a daily and weekly
basis and therefore are exposed more than necessary to such ripples.
So let me remind you of a few basic disciplines:
Speed up your invoicing
I have two commercial printer clients, both family run both of good reputation. One leaves
invoicing to an end of month task, the other invoices most of the time within 1 day of
dispatch. As the Ad says it is ‘simple’, it just needs determination and discipline to maintain
processes. The common excuses given for delays are: 1] the need to gather in all the time
timesheets or equivalent to collect all the ‘extras’ and 2] the need to get invoices in from
subcontractors eg finishing. Both are valid in principle but there are solutions and using them
as an excuse to allow slack invoicing is not sensible.
Enforce payment terms
The receptionist at one of these clients is a lovely lady, so friendly to meet. But she also acts
as progress chaser on invoice payments and I have heard her on the task, courteous as
always but with a steely determination to get the money. Again it is not difficult to replicate
that prompt and consistent pressure for payment.
Reduce working capital
There are two main opportunities. First is to reduce the level of stocks - particularly
nonstandard papers. Rationalising and standardising material specifications may be resisted
by sales staff but once the logic is explained and if need be the advantages shared in part
with customers, few will insist on their own unique papers.
Reduce the level of work in progress. This opens up a whole fresh debate but in principle
most printers insist on pumping up the WIP by putting work into progress as soon as it is
received regardless of when it is needed and maximising volume of production, ignoring the
cash cost of doing so. Making smaller batches by driving down make-readies is one good
option.
Explore Customer early settlement and supplier deferred terms
These are two sides of the same principle – increasing cash in the business by negotiation
with ‘friendly’ customers or suppliers.

All this assumes that you monitor your cash flow – you do, don’t you?! If not, start
immediately.
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9. Take a lean look at meetings
Frequent, unplanned and ineffective or purposeful, well chaired and positive? The general
conduct of meetings in an organisation is often a clear indicator of the organisations health,
culture and effectiveness.
How about a quick, informal, meeting audit by applying the classic Lean 7+1 Wastes?
1) Transport. Obviously enough, travel is expensive in time and money. Are meeting
locations the most convenient to participants? Can video-conference calls be used instead?
Airfares and time spent travelling back and forth to Milwaukee dropped dramatically in one
company I worked in when we started using video conferencing.
2) Inventory (too much stuff). Do meetings have more on the agenda than can be properly
dealt with and is it all necessary? Is there an agenda?
3) Motion (unnecessary activity). This includes all those distracting mobile calls, emails on
tablets and laptops. And hopefully you are not reading this in a meeting now!
4) Waiting. It’s amazing how one late person can waste so many expensive people’s time.
Too often unpunctuality is a power-play, if not selfish optimising of one person’s own time at
the expense of others’.
5) Over-processing (unnecessary steps and actions). This includes unnecessary
discussion after a point has been agreed, or rambling off-topic. Also private, simultaneous
conversations, even if the topic is relevant, may have to be repeated for the whole team to
follow.
6) Over-production (producing more than, or sooner than required). So is the meeting
necessary at all? Could the topic be handled by an email conversation? Is it now a
redundant meeting for which the original purpose has been forgotten? Unfortunately
videoing conferencing in the company I mentioned above led to a proliferation of
unnecessary meetings.
7) Defects and spoilage. Decisions based upon bad or missing information that should
have been available before the meeting are likely to be bad decisions. Meetings without
clear communication or follow-up actions are defective and may need to be repeated in
some form. Classic re-work!
7+1) Peoples’ potential. Not one of the original Lean seven wastes but surely the one of
the biggest losses. If meetings are not held purposefully in an atmosphere of mutual respect
the outcomes are unlikely to be positive and, even worse, lead to discontent and lost
motivation.
Well run are meetings carefully planned, start on time, are well chaired so people stick to the
agenda, speak one-at-a-time, distractions and interruptions are discouraged and result in
clear minutes and actions. And generally people are happier and more productive.
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10. Think workflow and workflow
The problem for most small print companies is that a lack of workflow makes them inefficient
and it is usually all strings and sealing wax in an effort to sustain high volumes of complex
work through the factory. When it comes to investment, workflow is often overlooked in
favour of more attractive options like new print devices.
Results from the latest drupa Global Trends survey shows that less than 20% of print
companies have a fully automated end-to-end workflow and less than 10% have a full
automated colour managed workflow. These statistics highlight the fact that the majority of
printers can be much more efficient and productive by reducing manual touchpoints and the
associated waste and cost.
In a recent Round Table discussion on workflow; the debate showed it was a clear case of
‘Horses for courses’, with the opportunity these days to take small but immensely practical
steps to ease the workload and no need to consider jumping into full-scale redesign of your
systems from the start. Indeed there was general agreement that ‘great leaps forward’ tend
to fail. For example automated pre-flight packages are relatively cheap and simple to operate
yet will save enormous time and effort with error checking and correction options.
There was a time when the more widespread use of PDFs seemed to be resulting in a better
standard of file submission, but we agreed that in recent times the trend has been reversed
with messier file input becoming more common again. One suggested cause is the wide
range of so-called PDF file converters that people are using now; perhaps proactive
guidance to your customers might help with this issue.
Virtual proofing was another stage in production that got the thumbs up for automation,
clearly if you are dealing with a high value blue chip corporate or their agency and colour is
critical then virtual proofing is difficult, requiring a high level of screen calibration and
maintenance and good disciplined processes. But for most day-to-day jobs sensible virtual
proofing using PDFs is adequate and that then can be automated very effectively.
With so many relatively low value jobs passing through most print shops these days,
integration of your MIS (you do have an MIS I hope) is a huge advantage, allowing
automated production management as well as prompt invoicing, production of despatch
notes etc. Workflow can make the single biggest difference in a modern print company to
reduce cost through less manual touch points but also to increase productivity and give you
real time information to make the best decisions. So what are you waiting for……..get your
workflow in order and the best time to start is right now.
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11. Automate to Increase Profits
All printers can save time and resources by simple automation steps. It does not necessarily
mean a complete rebuild and often companies are missing even simple opportunities to
make progress.
When reviewing the tangle of existing systems that many printer clients struggle with, I am
often told, "but we are going to install a new MIS to resolve the issues." Wrong. In most
cases the way that companies tackle the issue, sustains the problem and the tangled mess
perpetuates the inefficiencies.
The principle of automation to save both time and cost is clear and attractive, yet reality is
often very different. So what can be done - either on administrative back-office functions,
MIS or workflow to automate effectively?
First conduct a review of what is good and bad about the existing processes as a whole. And
make sure you ask those who use the processes their opinion. They are the ones who know
the most about the benefits and pitfalls.
Put together a small team of people who use the system and get them to map out the
current information flow, warts and all, as the complex tangle of information will often be
complex and embarrassing!
Then ask them to start again from scratch and devise an ideal and simplified workflow. The
objective of the exercise is to get from the former to the latter in a series of easy stages and
in doing so to see where fresh software packages or revisions to existing packages would
actually help.
Second, do not disregard modest steps to improve matters. The Big Bang approach may not
always offer the best solution. Identify simple automation steps like downloading files from
the FTP server into preflight and workflow systems. This will identify the small proportion of
files that need attention and time freed up to do so.
The smaller the company, the more important it is to seek these simple opportunities to save
time and effort.
Third, think about the nature of your business and set your automation sights accordingly. If
you are a typical small commercial printer with say 30 jobs a day, the level of automation
needed is far less than if you have a W2P system dealing with 1000+ orders a day, when
complete automation is essential. Most commercial printers press on with legacy systems
that combine emails, MIS and prepress workflows with staff double keying and introducing
errors en route, usually 'too busy' to stand back and plan the necessary changes.
If that strikes a chord, then sit down now and re-think how automation might make a big
difference to your business.
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12. Stop and fix!
It is sexy to be busy. Indeed it is essential these days to be able to claim that your days are
fully stretched and you have little time for anything else. A client rang on Friday morning and
by way of establishing the dialogue, he asked, “How are things? Busy as usual?” To which I
replied in standard response mode, “Of course, thank heaven it’s Friday!”
Thinking about that conversation since, reminded me of a key lesson that I learnt late in my
career from one of the team at Vision in Print – Mark Guyer. He would say regularly when
we [the team] were busy and keen to move on “Stop and fix.” In other words: If something
needs fixing, do it there and then, don’t kid yourself and say I will come back to it.
If something needs resolving in debate, complete the debate to a clear conclusion, don’t be
tempted to put it in the too difficult category or we’ll come back to that another time category.
If you spot something wrong in the office or factory, don’t move on however busy you are,
without querying it or resolving it.
It is such a simple statement but if applied routinely it is amazing how much more gets done.
Instead of coming back to things, if you remember, get things done the first time around.
Often coming back to items later means lost time getting back into the issue – finding the
files, re-familiarizing yourself etc. and often issues addressed there and then will not
develop. For example poor behaviour from a member of the team if picked up on
immediately can be corrected once and forever. Whilst if ignored, that same poor behaviour
may easily become established.
It has to be added that this is superficially at odds with the other key directive to “Do the
important not the urgent!” So often when with clients I am with a busy Managing Director or
Production Manager who is clearly struggling to get everything done. Too often it is the
urgent matters that are addressed – the next job, the next enquiry, the next crisis, whilst the
more strategic issues – What new products or services can we offer? How can our
marketing be more effective? How can I get greater efficiency? get put into the tackle later
category or pretend to deal with in a hurried conversation category.
This is where I have gone wrong in the past. When busy and trying to get to the strategic
issues, I have put on one side the urgent non-strategic issues and thought I can deal with
those later. No. Stop and fix. Deal with the urgent items as necessary as they arise, then
move on to the strategic.
It sounds such a small change of behaviour yet it can make a huge difference. Thanks Mark.
Try it for yourselves.
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13. Making systems integration work
First let me remind you of what I mean by operational integration. That is to create seamless
integration between your sales order processing, your prepress and your financial controls –
ie MIS, workflow system and accounts package. These will be in most cases 3 different
software packages from 3 different suppliers and you have to take the lead and be clear
what you want both conceptually and in detail.
Given the ever increasing number of orders received and lower order value, you must push
towards electronic receipt of orders ie via a web-to-print system or storefront [emails do not
count!]. Clearly this is easier in some markets and for some products than others, but we
have yet to find any client for whom this is not a reasonable target for a substantial
proportion of orders.
Once a job is accepted then works order, materials request, dispatch note etc. must be
raised. This should be done electronically and automated. There will always be exceptions
that need manual intervention – regardless of whether it is a physical or electronic job bag.
The key is whether there can be seamless transfer of data from MIS to production workflow
and vice versa. Another tip is to discover all the ‘private’ or even shared spreadsheets that
people run alongside your MIS and production workflow. In most cases they are there for
good reason and you need to integrate the information captured therein into your core
systems.
The electronic job bag has been a goal for many for sometime, but it is now entirely feasible.
It is not easy but once implemented it raises accuracy and simplifies updating. Even if a
manual works order must be sustained for the time being, making it accurate is critical.
Automated pre-flight checking must be tackled in the large number of printers for whom this
is still a largely manual step. There is no excuse for this not be largely automated.
Most printers now have some form of shopfloor data collection and machine generated
performance data is increasingly common. For those who have yet to grasp these
opportunities, let me encourage you to do so. Neither is easy but both offer substantial
benefits.
One major benefit can then be to tackle scheduling in a largely automated fashion. We have
a mid-sized commercial print client who still ties up a senior member of the management
team almost full time to manually schedule all jobs.
One major benefit of good shopfloor and machine data collection is effective performance
management ie identifying Key Performance Indicators, agreeing targets, gathering the data,
sharing it in a timely and transparent manner and thereby raising performance sustainably.
Information should be gathered on all key processes including office and prepress to cover
the use of labour, equipment, materials and workflow. The data gained should then be used
to both manage the staff and equipment and for process improvement.
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14. Value Adding Panic
Distinguishing between Value Adding, Non-Value-Adding and Waste activities is one of the
core principals of Lean. The idea is that most work activity in offices or operations is either
Waste or Non-Value-Adding and Lean techniques can minimise them, so increasing
efficiency and customer service.
In theory, Value Adding activities are activities that your customer wants and is willing to pay
for, everything else is Waste or Non-Value Adding.
I have discovered panic working to meet tough deadlines may provide a useful viewpoint.
For instance, when writing copy for a well known blog against a fast approaching deadline,
making cups of coffee, checking my email box and sharpening pencils suddenly become
unnecessary – all these activities are either waste or non-value adding.
If checking emails and making coffee are necessary then they can be done later thus
eliminating one of the seven classic wastes of doing things sooner or in greater quantity than
required. Making errors while typing is Defects, playing with fancy typefaces is Overprocessing, fetching paper for the printer is Transport, etc.
So here is a new test for Value Adding activities. Would you be doing this if you were
working to meet a tight deadline?
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15. Set the right targets
When I accompany a manager on a site tour, I get an immediate insight into their
management style. Most ‘tours’ follow the typical production cycle i.e. the value stream.
When you ask them to describe the strengths and shortcomings of that value stream ‘visible’
on the tour. This often prompts them to admit that there is a lot of work in progress between
Print and finishing and various bottlenecks around the factory.
What they fail to grasp is that maximizing Value of Production, encourages over-production
in Print and creates a vast sea of WIP. Often it is clear that the whole company is suffering
from an excess of well intentioned but not thought through so-called Key Performance
Indicators.
You need a balanced mix of Quality, Cost and Delivery [QCD] measures. Whilst specific
measures will be needed for niche markets. I can recommend with confidence the likely core
measures and they are only seven in number.
Not-Right-First-Time – % sales value of products not fit for sale without re-make or
correction
Material Yield – how much material ends up in saleable product and how much sent to be
recycled or landfill
Administrative Errors – % of work orders contain factual errors or missing information
Value Added per Person –how much value is added to direct material and external costs
per employee
Stock Turns – how long material, work-in-progress and finished goods (and hence cash) are
retained in operations between purchase and sale
On-Time-In-Full - a strict measure of delivery performance against your first promised
delivery date
Overall Equipment Effectiveness – OEE is a combined measure multiplying Availability,
Performance and Quality, most useful for key production equipment. Availability is the % of
time a process is producing product compared to operating time available. Performance is
how fast the process is making product ie actual running speed as a % of supplier rated.
Quality is how much of the product is saleable out of the total quantity produced ie % good
product net of waste.
Whilst few companies are currently measuring all these KPIs; most could, as the data is
often collected but “hidden” in MIS systems. Often the sheer amount of data collected can
make it hard to “see the wood for the trees”.
Even the smallest digital operation needs a set of key performance targets based around
those same 7 base measures. Good disciplines at the front end, coupled with some ‘tricks’ to
help customers keep to agreed design briefing and proofing dates can soon radically improve
the picture.
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16. Take the lean medicine
I was fortunate to be invited to an orthopaedic surgeons’ conference recently. They were
interested in using quality data to improve medical outcomes and what I would describe as
“customer service”. Of course medical imperatives are (hopefully) different to commercial.
In medicine the objective is compassionate care for patients. In industry the objective is
commercial survival through making profits. But there are lessons to be learned from both
perspectives. Here are some of the things discussed:
Florence Nightingale was a pioneering advocate of using data to drive improvement. She
collected data that showed that many more soldiers died of disease because of poor hygiene
and living conditions than of battle wounds. She saved many lives by using pie charts and
graphics to persuade the government and generals to improve living conditions.
Using computers allows huge amounts of data to be collected. Unless there is a clear logic
for selecting KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) cascaded down from strategic objectives
then data can be capriciously misused, out of context, and in a “whack-a-mole” fashion with
inconsistent and demotivating results. Choosing a balanced set of appropriate measures is
important but not easy.
Some things cannot easily be measured, such as customer satisfaction or staff morale.
There are indicative measures for these but no substitute for direct, sensitive and intelligent
interaction with patients/customers/employees. Perhaps the inaccuracy of recent political
polls demonstrates this.
Hospital bed charts are a good example of how data should be used. The “vital signs” i.e.
KPIs of blood pressure, pulse and temperature are charted as a balanced score card, one
above another on the same time lines. It is the combination of data that allows practitioners
to make diagnoses rather than one single measure. But it’s the routine review and
communication that goes with bed charts that makes them effective. Data (blood, pressure,
pulse, temperature) is collected by medical staff who are at the same time looking at and
interacting with the patient. The data is displayed on charts, at the point of use - next to the
patient. Consultants and their medical teams do daily bed tours, look at the charts and
record treatment (actions) on the charts. Their aim is to identify the root cause of problems,
prescribe solutions and monitor the treatment effectiveness.
Lean practitioners will recognise this as problem identification using KPIs, root cause
analysis with a cross-functional team at the “Gemba” (point of action) and reviewing progress
with Plan Do Check Act.
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17. Better performance with KPIs
Implementing appropriate KPIs is only the first step to better performance. Making the best
use of the data is essential.
Selecting appropriate measures and then establishing effective and efficient means of
gathering and analysing the data is clearly essential. However so many printers then fail to
make effective use of the results. It is as if the act of gathering the data and putting it in
some report is sufficient. Using the results to drive performance improvement is the whole
point!
Think of the flow of information from the initial data gatherer ie operator or staff member
through the supervisor to the departmental manager to the director to the ‘Board’ and back
down again as a gear chain that must turn complete. The operator enters the data daily [on
a docket, through shop floor data collection, automatically via a machine interface or
whatever]. The supervisor should review that in summary form daily and the departmental
manager review it weekly whilst the Board discusses the overall result monthly. At each
‘gear’ in the gear chain, immediate queries are passed back and resolved and comments
passed forward to the next level. At Board or Departmental level targets are set and
feedback given – challenges or praise as appropriate.
Most teams making good use of KPIs find that establishing short regular formal
departmental/team meetings is the most effective way of getting people to pay attention to
the results and agree how corrective action or steps to improve performance can be taken.
KPIs are reviewed with praise and criticism as appropriate. Performance issues are
discussed and processes adapted where necessary. Actions are agreed [with
responsibilities and timetables] and recorded for review at the next meeting. The meeting
should last no more than 30mins and be held in front of a board carrying the KPIs data
displayed graphically and on which a record is made of the actions agreed. The frequency of
the meetings is dictated by the relevance of the issues and maybe monthly for some teams
but more frequent for others.
Lastly care must be taken to familiarise all staff with their KPIs and how they are calculated
and what use will be made of the data. It is essential that staff understand why the measures
have been introduced, how they work and what use will be made of the data. If they do not
understand or see that the data is being used against them rather that to collectively drive up
performance, you will not get the necessary support, the accuracy will drop and the
measures will soon wither away. Do not forget to train the supervisors or departmental
managers charged with holding these review meetings. A little training and an opportunity to
rehearse will go a long way.
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18. Clear out
Use any excuse or prompt to have a clear out both in production and in the office and take
the first step to good Workplace Organisation or 5C as Lean Manufacturing describes it.
I was at a first class digital printer in London, I say first class as the company had won yet
another digital print award just a few weeks before and the samples of work I was shown
were first class. But I just hope that none of the customers ever visit, as the place looked a
mess and there was a clear lack of space not only for work in progress but also a constraint
on future expansion. Yet it need not be so.
Everywhere we looked in the production areas there were plies of waste, WIP, old and
active consumables etc. whilst in the office areas there were piles of old paperwork
competing for space with samples on every surface. Let me be clear, space would be tight
however tidy, but the absence of any good workplace organisation made things much worse.
All that was neede was a few simple steps:
First Clear Out. Choose a well-defined area in production or office eg Finishing or Customer
Service and get the team concerned involved. Separate the essential from the non-essential
and chuck out everything not essential. Most people will want to hang onto stuff (‘just in
case’) but challenge everything and never assume that because you have held onto ‘it’ for
some time you continue to do so.
Second Clean & Check. Clean everything including the physical area and all equipment
therein to assess the current condition eg oil leaks, excess waste etc. Attach a Red Tag [tied
red label] to every item you want corrected eg repaired and create a Red Tag log of tasks to
be done with timescales agreed for sorting.
Third Configure. You know the phrase ‘a place for everything and everything in its place’.
Make sure all tools and other necessities used frequently are immediately available on a
labelled ‘shadow board’ located close to point of use.
Fourth Conformity. Once you are happy with the new standard you have achieved, then to
keep to it: not as easy as you imagine. Left alone it will be back to a mess within a few
weeks. Take digital photos of how good it looks and pin those on the wall of the area and
then appoint one of the team to ‘audit’ against that standard and challenge when it slips.
Fifth Custom & Practice. You need to send a clear signal that you personally will help to
keep the standard. ‘Stop and fix’ and any shortcoming there and then, whether it is waste
allowed to collect beside a binder or old invoices waiting filing.
The result will be a safe and pleasant working environment with tools and equipment easy to
locate and problems quicker to identify. Teamwork will improve and the absence of clutter
will lift both the mood of the staff and give the right signals to any visiting customers or
suppliers.
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19. Hard Drive 5S
I’m enjoying the fast performance resulting from a clean disk and uncluttered software on my
new laptop. But soon I’ll need to download all my files and I know that slowly over time the
laptop performance will degrade as I add more files and programs. Or, maybe, this time I’ll
practice what I preach and apply some 5S work-place organisation methodology and
continue to enjoy fast processing and quick document access. Here’s how 5S can be
applied to computers:
Sort - The first step is to copy all existing files to a “clear-out area” archive. Then extract only
the files and folders with a definite need in the next 6 months. Leave behind in the archive
the accumulated years of junk, including out-of-date files, unnecessary photos and programs
that looked useful but somehow never met expectations. Under the 80:20 rule relatively few
files are used most often so it is important they are quick to get in uncluttered locations, even
if less popular files take time to hunt down in the archive.
Shine - In 5S, “Shine” really means “make sure equipment and material are fit for purpose”.
Do some quick checks on frequent used files and programs to make sure they still open and
run OK, particularly on new operating system. Put problem files and programs which are
important enough to recover but outside your IT skill or time into a “Red tag” folder where
they can be fixed next time a tame IT person is available.
Set - Folder structures tend to degenerate and need an occasional over-haul. By carefully
structuring folders into logical categories it should be possible to quickly find and access any
file within 3 mouse clicks (maybe 4 clicks for really congested areas). Thinking about file
structures in physical terms such as Filing Cabinets= Drives, Drawers= Main topic folders,
Binders = Sub-folders and documents are documents. One useful tip is to distinguish
document versions by the revision date added to the end of the file name in reverse date
order ie YYMMDD. E.G PrintFuture Hardrive 5S 150413.docs. Reverse date order takes
getting used to but enables files to be sorted into version date order because years come
before months and months before days.
Standardise - To help keep things in order create a “Visual Standard” by printing a screenshot showing the main directory with folders expanded from drive to sub folder. Displaying
the printed screen shot near to computer screens reminds everyone what the folder structure
should look like and check that new folders are not sneakily inconsistently adding
themselves. And it can be used for an occasional audit if necessary.
Sustain - If the fresh, clean new folder structure lasts at least 6 months and everyone is still
enjoying fast, efficient computer system with easily found files then congratulations – you
have achieved 5S sustain.
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20. Purchasing - savings opportunity
It amazes me that many professional print companies frequently manage their purchasing so
ineffectively.
A recent client is a market leader in two niche print markets and has a senior manager
focused on purchasing, yet when I quizzed him it became clear that most of his time was
spent on fairly inefficient processes for paper purchasing and that a significant proportion of
company purchases were not even handled by him.
That which he did handle, he did with enthusiasm and he could point out specific savings
made for particular grades/merchants. However there had been no major effort towards
online purchasing and little consolidation of accounts or formal tendering. Even where he
had introduced standard grades, the account managers frequently overrode those grades for
others of their own choosing thereby undermining the whole point of standard grades and the
purchasing manager got little support from other senior managers to hold those making such
exceptions to account.
Then beyond paper, the production manager bought all inks and consumables, the finance
manager all utilities, company cars etc and various members of the office team bought
stationery, print incl. marketing, cleaning etc. To cap it all, only the finance manager had any
handle on the total purchasing spend and he did not share this with anyone or set himself or
anyone else any targets to reduce it.
Yet it would take just a simple spreadsheet and a little cooperation between the finance
manager and purchasing manager plus the support of the Board to make a huge difference
and start making significant savings immediately.
Clients we have worked with now focus on a systematic process and accountability for
purchasing across their business and have achieved remarkable results. A UK printer with a
turnover of £10m saved £440,000 in just eighteen months. Think about how many additional
sales you need to generate to put £440,000 on the bottom line. A more professional
approach to purchasing might be a lot quicker and easier way to make your business more
profitable.
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21. Motivate staff
As a manager and as a consultant I have observed many business take-overs and
turnarounds. Surprisingly the most successful ones have been conducted with very little
bloodshed amongst the staff – by bloodshed I mean direct replacement of incumbent staff
with people from outside. Machiavelli had some useful advice on this.
Machiavelli wrote a book called “The Prince” which was a manual on how to manage a
conquered country or city-state in renaissance Italy. After a country has been conquered he
advised that the very top layer of the incumbent hierarchy should be disposed of completely,
which in those days probably meant chopping their heads off. In these less robust times it
means making sure that old CEOs and top executives are not left hanging on part time or as
consultants. By removing the very top layer completely the new chief demonstrates his
ruthlessness with the old leaders and gains the compliance of the people below.
Machiavelli’s next advice was to retain and promote from within the incumbent layer from
below to run the country internally. What the new chief should not do is replace the lower
incumbent layers with a gang of his own followers, unless he needs to introduce particular
expertise.
Running a new country (or company) is complex and needs a lot of local knowledge of
resources, culture, climate and history. The tragic consequences of ignoring the need to
retain local knowledge in the administrative layers have been seen in Iraq. By retaining and
promoting internally this knowledge and expertise is not lost. And by promoting the most
able people the new chief gains their loyalty to apply his will.
In the worst cases I have seen new bosses make deep cuts in the existing management
followed by inadvertently losing even more key staff (typically the most able and employable)
or succumb to stress. Morale hits rock bottom and ultimately the organisation fails with
unnecessary redundancies.
More astute chiefs follow Machiavelli’s advice, together with applying other business skills,
and in the long run retain and employ more people. So less blood is shed all round.
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22. Stop focusing on selling print
Commercial printers are finding life tough and generating new sales has become an
increasing problem. Most printers will tell you that the number of orders is dropping and that
pricing is extremely competitive. That may be the symptom but the cause is to do with a lot
of companies bringing production in house.
By investing in the latest multi-functional print devices, it has enabled businesses to move
external printing in-house and print what they need whenever they need it, therefore having
more control of their costs. Faced with this trend commercial print providers have to work
harder to justify their existence and sell their services in a more compelling and creative
way. There are some key areas of focus which printers need to understand so they can
justify the use of external print services.
Design - When marketing materials are prepared internally, very often there isn't access to
the necessary software for design and file creation. The result is usually marketing materials
that are bland, unprofessional and lack colour and brand consistency. Print providers have
an opportunity to deliver a comprehensive design service through web to print templates to
ensure consistent branding for simple documents and a 1-1 service for more complex print
formats. The upside for the customer is that staff can concentrate on delivering their core
business activities rather than getting sidelined by print and marketing issues.
Using data - This is often a blind spot for most commercial orgnaisations; they either don't
have a database, do not manage it properly or have no idea how to exploit it for sales and
marketing purposes. For public sector orgnaisations they usually have comprehensive
databases but lack the internal skills to manage data and add creative flair to the process to
achieve successful marketing campaigns. This is an opportunity for print providers to offer
specialist advice and create additional revenue streams by developing data management
services which will add value to the clients bottom line.
Asset management - when more complex printing is brought in house a big problem is
managing digital assets effectively. What usually happens is that documents are created and
then stored locally on individual desktops or in a hapzard way without any metadata to aid
search facilities. Without a shared view of every document, when new documents are
created they are usually prepared from scratch which means there is duplication,
inconsistency and a huge amount of wasted effort.
Controlling print costs - if the design process is integrated with digital asset management,
data services and an automated print workflow it is easy to justify the cost savings that can
be achieved through using external print services. A print audit at the clients site can quickly
establish the like for like comparison of print costs and a relatively accurate estimation of
time and waste involved in internal printing activities.
Reporting and analysis- to get management buy in or in the public sector to get a business
case signed off it is essential to provide demonstrable facts and figures to prove the case for
external print services. It is also necessary to provide access to real time reporting of print
usage for planning and budgeting of overall spend and for individual projects.
If you focus on selling these five added value service areas instead of the print more often
than not you will open up additional revenue opportunities and secure the print at the same
time.
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23. Solution selling
An increasing proportion of print is not sold in isolation as a series of individual items but
instead as part of a package of services, of which the print is just one element. It may be the
biggest or the most important, at least to the printer, but the customer needs the whole
package of services sold and managed together. It may be as simple as providing fulfilment
services or linking a piece of direct mail to an email or a PURL, or it may be a long term
contract that demands complex automated exchanges between the printer's and the
customer's own management systems. This is 'solution selling' and for most printers it is vital
that they adapt to the necessary management changes.
The challenge is that most printers still have internal systems and staff skills that are suited
to the historic generation of individual enquiries, estimates and print jobs that even if under
contract are a series of unrelated orders; not the development and maintenance of an
integrated range of services. So we have sales staff, estimators, customer service staff and
production staff - often in separate departments and often 'sharing' an MIS that is itself not
well designed for an integrated range of services.
For solution sales we need integrated processes linked together by a flexible management
system that is probably wider in its remit than a traditional MIS, capable of receiving
electronic enquiries and orders and passing them with the minimum of manual intervention
into a variety of 'production’ processes. What is more such a management system will need
to be flexible enough to adapt to quite different needs for different classes of customer or
even individual customers. This needs two fresh skill sets that most printers struggle for at
present.
First they need to have increasingly sophisticated IT skills. It is not sufficient to have prepress staff capable of pre-flighting files and managing the prepress plus someone who can
manage the server and basic IT issues. Yet in the recently published Drupa Global Trends
Report - The Impact of the Internet on Print, of the c.1100 printers from around the world who
participated in the survey, 55% reported that expenditure on IT had been static or declined
over the last five years. Furthermore while 86% reported they had prepress and file
processing capability and 54% had data management and analytics, only 30% had internal
web development capability and 26% customer-specific programming.
The other skill set I want to highlight is that of Project Management. We have some excellent
sales staff and great customer service staff, but rarely do either have adequate project
management skills at least without additional training. Yet there is a crying need for someone
with project management skills to step in once a deal has been done and convert the
principles of the deal struck into a detailed whole system specification. Again such staff are
not easy to recruit but there is the advantage that they can come from outside the industry,
often with a marketing service providers background.
So in summary, customers will increasingly demand a range of integrated services that
demand additional IT and project management skills that must be trained or recruited, if
printers are to meet the changing demands of customers.
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24. Key steps to marketing services
If you’re thinking about making the much talked about transition from printer to marketing
services provider here’s some key things to think about.
Do you know what you’re getting yourself into? Being a marketing solutions provider is
not merely an add on to a printing business. It requires a new business model and approach,
new capabilities and skills as well as a fundamental change in culture.
Don’t listen to the hype. There’s plenty of opportunity but no guarantees. Success is based
on an individual company’s prospects and their ability to change and create new value
propositions. No amount of market growth predictions or successful case studies, are going
to change the outcome.
There are significant costs involved. It takes time to change perceptions and convert
customers, which has a cost implication. There is also a cost in diverting existing sales
people from their normal tasks, not to mention the cost of investment in new technology to
support the process.
You will need new skills in sales, marketing, data and strategic planning. How, are you
going to acquire those skills or develop internal resources? Are partnerships an option? How
do we make ourselves look like an attractive proposition to potential marketing prospects.
Adding Value. Success as a marketing solutions provider requires integrating services into
a compelling value proposition that makes the client’s business more successful as a result
of doing business with us. Simply adding random services will not create the necessary
value or loyalty that is required.
Re-defining and refining. Making the transition from printer to marketing solutions provider
is about redefining the sales proposition and then continually refining it. Its about being
excellent at things we’ve never done before, not simply getting better at what we’ve always
done.
Making a successful transition from printer to marketing services provider is not for the faint
hearted; it requires commitment, planning and investment to minimize the risk and maximize
the return.
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25. Achieving customer service
I am sure you believe you offer good customer service. Indeed I am sure you have
customers who tell you so. But what evidence do you have? And do you realise how high the
'bar' really is?
It was only when working with EFQM, European Foundation for Quality Management, that I
realized how generous customers are and how reluctant they are to criticize. In using
measures of customer satisfaction, top-level companies were concerned about even small
slips from near perfection. So when I was working with a well-respected commercial printer
this year, I was not surprised to hear of the high level of customer satisfaction shown in their
annual customer survey. It was clear that they did indeed travel the extra mile to achieve
excellence in service levels, and that was rewarded both in terms of loyalty (very low churn
levels) and decent pricing.
% of jobs delivered on time and in full (OTIF) Be clear this is against the original date
requested by the client, even if the customer causes subsequent delays. One Oxfordshire
printer started tracking this to discover only an 82% success rate but was able to turn it
around to almost 100% [honest] quite quickly once they got to the root causes of the delays incomplete job specifications, late proofing etc. You may wish to introduce secondary
measures on the common causes of delays, eg proofing delivery. Proactive management of
the return of proofs works remarkably well, it is just too easy to blame the customer for
delays.
% of customer enquiries (by email or phone) that can be answered immediately (ie no
ring back). One company that stated tracking this was horrified how low the level was to start
but saw the figure climb quickly once it worked out that 80% of the enquiries were about
standard information that a tweaked MIS could deliver.
% Spoilage [including customer credits] of turnover This may need some careful
examination of internal systems as much rework may not be recorded as such. Remember
this is just the tip of the iceberg - think of all the delays that do not actually cause rework or
credits.
An annual customer satisfaction survey is essential and not one done face to face, nor
done by the clients' normal contact (sales or account mgt.) as people are extremely reluctant
to criticize and even if they do, their comments are 'moulded' by the receivers into what they
want to hear. It must be 'in writing' ie either hard copy, email or online and received at least
by a neutral member of staff or ideally a third party. Even then be concerned if any measure
drops below 85 or 90% satisfaction.
Finally consider your customer 'churn' ie the % customers lost each year. Keep a special
eye on the rate of loss of new clients. One printer found that new clients were given to junior
members off the account management team who then struggled to give them adequate
priority when resources were stretched and hence poor service resulted.
So stop talking about high levels of customer satisfaction and prove it!
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Now what's your plan?

Let Prokom help grow your business
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